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Introduction 

Everyone wants their radio perfect.  The audience, the station manager, and the 

business that just bought time on the morning show.  With as many choices that there are 

in radio now, we’re coming closer to providing that perfect radio everyone seeks. 

 With over decades in growth, radio has become a survivor.  Adapting with 

change, it is once again on the verge of a shift.  With the advent of satellite radio, and it’s 

slow growth in popularity, the only thing local radio has going for it any more is exactly 

that… that it’s actually local. 

 Most stations want to take advantage of being local.  This is why local ads are 

sold, local news is given.  Local remotes, contests, and events are all a part of local radio 

that the changing environment of radio can never take away. 

 So how can a station capitalize on this edge other than do more local things?  

Perfect your format.  Improve it to suit your audience.  This will allow you to specialize 

in your format and image.  Hopefully more than your competition does. 

 This will touch on how to do just that.  From how to grab your audience, to what 

formats are most successful and where.  This will hopefully break down every aspect that 

is critical in programming a local station to surviving in a changing business 

Throughout this, you’ll most likely say, “Gah, I knew that!”  But maybe more 

often than not, you would not have thought of this concept in everyday life and work.  

You are a competent human that has a general idea of life.  But your head is filled with a 

lot of worthless stuff!  That’s why you’re in radio!  The majority of this information on 

the simplest measure is common sense.  But what should be said is that we will continue 

to go deeper and uncover more common sense things that aren’t thought of, unless 

intuitively perused.  

So read through, think about the concepts, and maybe you’ll learn something and 

want to make a change in your radio station.  After all, if you didn’t want to start, or 

change something about your format, you wouldn’t be here. 

Enjoy – Evan Elrod 

 



Chain Reaction Theory  

Think of radio as a chain reaction that draws in its audience the same way.  

Through a series of events, it might go something like this; a listener must first be able to 

find a station physically.  They must have a radio, and be able to tune it to your 

frequency.  The signal must also be strong enough in the area so there’s no displeasing 

static sound, and finally they must be able to find it easily.  Scanning is important to a 

person just passing through and area they’re not familiar with.  Though that might not 

seem like your audience you want, what if that listener moves into your area and has to 

find a station they like?  

This listener listens in a series as well.  A listener must be able to find a format 

they like, or want to listen to at that time.  Chances are good there might be more than 

one station in that area with that same format.  So the listener must then decide which 

station sounds the best to their tastes.  Which jocks do they prefer?  What station talks 

about that area more, or maybe just talks less?  What morning show does my coworkers 

listen to on the way to the water cooler that I could strike up a conversation about?  This 

is how a new listener finds their radio station most of the time.  And a lot of times it will 

be more than one format as well.  People do have a surprisingly diverse taste in music 

now days.  Why do you think Ipods are so popular?  If there is not a station to suit their 

perfect desires, they will do 1 of 2 things.  Go to another medium, (in our case, satellite 

radio) or they’ll just adapt.  Some people can’t go to another medium for one reason or 

another, so they will most likely adapt to a similar format.  But others might look 

elsewhere.  This is how our business is in trouble. 

  

Why risk it?/What killed M.O.R.? 

To stray from our original subject a little more, why would a station run this risk 

of letting a potential listener adapt?  Radio doesn’t have to be the Wal-Mart medium like 

it and TV used to have to be.  Newspapers and the internet are the only ones that still 

must rely on this technique of being the “one stop shop”… and let’s face it, it’s not 

hurting the internet any, and the newspapers are for someone else to write about.  So if 

radio is free to program to their specific audience, why are there so many cookie cutter 

stations now?  After all, the success of local radio is due to the ability to serve the local 



needs of an area that is unique.  And the fact that there was a huge up rise of the number 

of different stations in those local areas is what killed the middle of the road format for 

the most part. 

Specialization is where the long circle of mazes takes us.  Programmers have 

found out, if they concentrate on a format, and a certain image, the listener feels 

comfortable in that station, and they will be surprisingly loyal to that dial position, or at 

least that format.  Because over all, the listener must be comfortable with your station so 

they don’t do that “dial surfing”.  Now you know the way a listener picks a station.  How 

can you use this to your advantage? 

 

  

Radio Equation 

 If you look back from some math problems in high school, or a trouble shooting 

guide somewhere… what is the first thing you do?  You can work backwards to find the 

solution.  Just think about it logically.  Listener = station + Format enjoyed + Image 

enjoyed = Loyal listener.  Since we’re now thinking of this as an equation, we need an X 

to solve for when we work backwards.  It might be demographics. 

 Demographics are pretty much based on age and sex, correct?  Something you 

might not have thought of when you think of the word demographic is that it can also 

mean; Area + Personality + socioeconomic status + upbringing + all those other factors 

that make them listen to that format.  It describes the combination of all those factors 

we’ve discussed, and basically describes your ideal listener in one word. 

What do I mean by all these factors above?  Let’s use one of the most listened to 

formats, country, as an example to explain.  Area; If you live by the grand old opry, 

chances are, they might be listening to some type of country.  Their personality; Happy 

people might not want to listen to country because the bulk of it being ballads that are on 

the verge of depressing.  Your socioeconomic group; for the most part, country is a lower 

socioeconomic group.  Upbringing and other factors; every listener already has a set 

listening pattern when they turn on that radio to find “their station”.  Because it’s a rare 

day you can get a listener that has never listened to radio in the past.  In fact the listener 

may find “their station” from their past and the music they grew up on.  If the person 



grew up on strictly country music or a similar format, chances are, that’s the stations 

they’ll listen to.  This is something that is hard to do research on, and often times not too 

accurate because of the change in listening patterns over the course of the listeners life.  

After all, tastes change, they grow and mature with age and time.  Not only that, the older 

generation of listeners were brought up on the extinct M.O.R. format.  So they were most 

likely exposed to many types of radio that may or may not be available.  Here’s the 

easiest way to think of it.  Imagine yourself as a listener, why you listen to the format you 

listen to, and all the factors why… those will most likely determine why your audience 

picks your station or not. 

 

So back to the equation. 

Listener & demographic = Area = Personality + Socioeconomic status + 

upbringing + other unknown factors (refer to Chain Reaction for more factors if you 

forgot already) 

Next time someone says demo, think about how broad of a category of people that 

is bringing everyone to one format when it just means age and sex and maybe education 

thrown in there for good measure. 

So given this, you can answer 2 of the questions most asked when changing a 

station or building a new one. 

1.) What kind of listener/demographic will I attract with my current situation? 

2.)  What format and image should I run to attract “this” listener given my conditions? 

 Finally we get to the whole point.  After breaking down everything to its broadest 

measure these are your equations.  

Either: your desired listener/demographic is dependent on the combinations of your 

Format, Image, and Station.  

OR: your desired format and image are dependent on your station, the availability to an 

unfulfilled audience or one that is large enough to be shared. 

 So what does all this mean?  Well, let’s once again work in a broad spectrum.  

You’re trying to find a format to attract a demographic that is two broad of a spectrum 

right now.  So what do you do?  Start a format that is broad as well so you can appeal to 

that huge of a demographic?  No way!  So let’s talk about formats. 



Formats 

A lot of people will argue about the most important person or aspect about a 

station.  And most could be argued to their advantage.  But for this, let’s just go ahead 

and say that your station’s most important aspect is format.  Not your managers, your 

engineers to keep you on the air, or even your program director to give your jocks the 

image to portray.  Let’s say it’s your format. 

 First, a quick history breakdown.  In the 50’s two things happened; TV, and more 

radio stations.  We’ve mentioned this a couple of times, but this is why I talk about radio 

being a survivor.  TV took away evening audiences that sat around the radio as a family 

that listened to their programs.  Then more and more radio stations popped up here and 

there.  And because of this, we mentioned there are very few middle of the road 

formatted stations now.  They don’t have to be the mass medium for everyone.  So this is 

when programmers decided to experiment with formats. 

 Things started out simple enough, music and news, so people could have a little of 

each.  This is also when audiences started to listen for shorter amounts of time.  This 

didn’t allow for the listener to have been absolutely consumed with the program that was 

on the radio.  It could have been in the background making the listener feel comfortable 

filling the empty air. 

 When you look at the first format, it’s only natural for the next level to become 

Top 40.  Now Top 40 has multiple sides to it, but still remains the most powerful and 

most widely used format today.  The reason there are so many different categories for this 

type of format is because it appeals to the biggest audience.  Hot AC, AC, Soft Rock, & 

Triple A all draw the backbone of the highest segment of the population.  These are the 

key demographic for advertisers and stations as well most of the time.  (Ages 30 to 40, 

lower to middle of the socioeconomic class) This is why there are countless varieties of 

Contemporary music, so they can catch all of those demos if possible.   

 But before we try and tighten the collar on this, it should be noted that though 

there are dozens of formats in existence today, but in the broadest sense, they can all be 

broken down to 5 major formats.  Contemporary, Oldies, Country, Mainstream AC, and 

News/Talk.   

With saying that, look at this list of formats 



CHR Popular, CHR Rythmic, Hot AC, AC, Soft Rock, Triple A, Alternative, Active 

Rock, Rock, Classic Rock (roots), Country, Classic Country (roots), Urban (chr 

rhythmic), Urban AC, Roots; Urban Gospel, R&B, Jazz, Smooth Jazz, Contemporary 

Christian, AC Christian, Gospel, Sports, News, Talk, NPR, Classical, Oldies, Latin & 

Spanish, Middle of the Road, and Others. 

 That’s a lot of formats; some with moving charts and play lists, some with 

established ones.  You can now look at it in two ways.  Either all these different formats 

are just marketing labels for your listeners, and your advertisers to buy into.  And all the 

demos can be taken care of with those 5 major formats mentioned above.   

Or each of these formats are actually slightly different from each other.  Enough to at 

least pull in a different type of audience. 

 Wait!  Didn’t we just have a problem with the actual demographics being too 

broad?  Yes we did… this is why all different type of formats exist today, is to pin point a 

demographic that entails more than just age and sex.  The NPR format and the News/Talk 

format are very similar, correct?  But the fact that NPR usually invites more of a college 

educated older male or female, where as the news talk format can get away with anyone 

who needs to know the news, whether or not they’ve had higher education.  

Contemporary Christian, and AC Christian are similar two.  But the playlist difference is 

most likely very large from station to station.  One will appeal to the younger generation 

of Christians, where as the AC will appeal to the parents of that younger generation.  

(Kind of off topic, but this is why some successful AC Christian station do well with a 

show tailored for the younger audience members if there isn’t another “Christian” station 

in the area) 

 So while it could easily be argued that a lot of these formats are marketing tools 

proved by years and years of radio evolution, but it is also very worth saying that these 

formats are an attempt to break the stereotypical Age/Sex demo as well as really trying to 

customize radio for the listener.  “Perfect radio format” if you will.  But we’re still in 

search of “Perfect radio” 

 



The Xers not the boomers 

 One demo you should always be worried about getting is the new, younger 

generation of listeners.  Youth formats shouldn’t be concerned with trying to sooth your 

listeners.  Top 40, CHR, Hot AC, and even Modern Rock might need to try and be more 

concerned about helping their listeners get through their day with their format and image. 

 

Scout the field 

 Something that shouldn’t have to be said, but needs to be sometimes, is that you 

should scout stations in your area or market.  Always know what formats are in your 

market whether they’re the same as yours or not.  Check out their format clock, see where 

they take breaks.  Wouldn’t you want to be having programming while they’re in break?  

Listen to their image, and decide how to differ from theirs.  I’m getting ahead of myself; 

let’s talk about imagining and programming. 

 

Programming, Promotions, and Imagining 

So if you’ve pinpointed that exact demo you want, how do you pull them in to 

your station with that chosen format?  Well, we’ve been through the equation, you’ve 

researched and found what format is going to do best for you, your area, and your 

listeners.  Yes, there are many different formats to appeal to your specific audience, but 

format is not only your play list, and rotation, it’s your programming, your jocks, your 

sound, your image.  Whether it’s niche programming, novelty, goth, or chipper… every 

station has a unique sound because of imagining, programming, and Promotions.  When 

people hear your station, what do they think?  Classy, fun, dark, serious, etc. 

We mentioned how many dozens of formats there are out there, can you imagine 

how many combos of Programming, promotions, and imagining you could do?!  So for 

the sake of time, and your eyes, let’s just stick to those 5 formats we spoke of earlier.  

We’ll break those down and give you some good ideas of ways to program them to fit a 

taste or two. 

Contemporary 

Well, you know about the Xers from earlier, this is their format.  So you know 

program wise, you have to help them get through the day unless it’s a youth format.  This 



means you can’t be depressed sounding on the air, it will reflect on the listeners as well.  

If you’re an established contemporary station, don’t change your schedule without 

promotion of that change first.  People hate when TV changes the night of their favorite 

show.  So if you change something on the morning show you’ve been doing for 5 years, 

you’re going to throw some one off.  Contests shouldn’t really involve money if you want 

to be remembered.  A contemporary listener will get the money, spend it, and then 

wonder where it went.  But if you give them a cruise, or a vacation, or some sort of time, 

it will be remembered much more.  Contests should be simple, their life is complicated 

enough as it is.  And it’s ok to give away a lot of small prizes for a long period of time;  a 

bouquet of flowers every month for a year, a massage, a makeover, a CD a day for a year, 

etc.  You should also look into a party or concert from the station of some type.  The Xers 

still remember 1999, and if they party, you want to be that station they party with. 

Oldies 

Oldies and the classic hit stations find themselves in a pickle.  They don’t want to 

make their baby boomer audience feel old.  After all, to someone born in the 50’s, a song 

from the 60’s or 70’s doesn’t seem that old.  So when each of these listeners realize their 

favorite songs are from another decade, it’s not fun to them.  So how should a station 

remedy this?  It’s a unique approach of being both relevant and nostalgic in this day and 

age.  Another words, it’ll have to be more than just spinning the tunes they love.  Make 

sure your audience knows what going on in the world.  They’ve spent a lifetime being 

connected to information.  And they hate being out done at the water cooler.  Just because 

you’re playing the music of the past, you shouldn’t ignore the present.  You should 

probably avoid dating the station.  Phrases like “When music was better”, or the famous, 

“good times great oldies” date the station.  Identifying the years the records were released 

when they’re played has the same effect.  Oldies and classics stations can either avoid 

doing all these things and sound more like a top 40 station of the past, or they can choose 

to ignore it and play up on the fact they’re not playing what the young kids are listening 

to.  The choice is obviously up to the programmer, but I think the things stated above 

might make sense if you want your listeners to feel relevant in this year and the only 

difference is the music they hear.  Promotionally, they could try and fulfill fantasies and 

find ways to help the audience enjoy life more.  A lot of the listeners of oldies and 



classics are getting up in age, and realize all those things they haven’t done.  The missed 

football career, they didn’t get to become the first woman president, etc.  Try and keep 

dreams of youth alive by keeping those possibilities in front of them.  Give away 

motorcycles, sports cars, romantic trips for two, etc.  And last but not least, please no 

oldies concerts.  Nothing gets someone feeling older than watching someone they 

idolized in the past grow old.  So instead, try and sponsor events where the music can tie 

in with present day fun stuff.  Street Dances, Hot rod & motorcycle shows, beach parties, 

etc.  This could also help attract a younger audience to your station if they go and see 

how much fun it is.  This music never ages, only the singers and listeners. 

Country 

Country has a wide variety of listeners that make it fun and easy to program.  

They have listeners that grew up on the music, and are just die hard fans and won’t 

change the dial from country stations, and they are now getting a lot of people over 35 

that were raised on 70’s pop/rock highly emotional lyrics.  This is why they enjoy 

country, because the music expresses feelings and experiences that are their own.  

Although country is on a music decline for the most part where a little more than 60% of 

songs are ballads, it still has to have an upbeat feel to it.  Not hype, but the idea of the 

best music is being played on this station for the best listeners if that makes sense.  (Gold 

music needs to be tested often since that is 60-70% of the playlist anyways, and 

essentially, that’s what your best music is right?  This is why a Country oldies format is 

becoming more viable)   The core for country is still adult women, so prizes should be 

chosen to appeal to them.  Try prizes that make their life easier or more fun; groceries, 

shopping sprees, day care, day spa, etc.  Check around your market, and see what would 

work best for your brand of country.  Concerts work well in this format if they are 

promoted well, and not over charged.  Each situation is different, so look at it 

individually, and see if a concert is right for you.  If the station alone is putting it on, 

you’re going to have to drop a lot of cash to get an artist or group there that will draw a 

crowd, and you might not break even.  If you’re being sponsored, or the city is putting it 

on, latch on tight, and don’t let go. 

Mainstream AC 



Like Country, this format relies on listeners relating to the music, and the music is 

on a downfall, but could be on the up rise at anytime, it moves around so rapidly.  Just 5 

years ago, it was on a period of renewal.  This format needs to stray away with causing 

stress to the listener, make them feel carefree in the station where it can just be on, and 

it’s ok.  Don’t let the banter get too off the wall, etc.  The problem most faced with AC is 

to stay fresh enough to interest the audience that worries about getting older.  AC is 

already a format with many long-term stars.  It has few newcomers, and when there is a 

new one, they’re a comfortable artist.  But watching Elton John finally get old, and stop 

making songs can make the listener feel uncomfortable.  So eliminating music from the 

60’s and 70’s is very ok.  Try to avoid cliché’s over used such as “today’s best variety” 

and “today’s hits, and yesterday’s favorites”.  Something else maybe not thought of by 

AC jocks is when you do celebrity birthdays, avoid saying the year.  It’s fun to say, born 

on this date is… But it’s not comforting to say, born on this date in 1943…   Just try and 

talk up contemporary activities, celebrity gossip, and listeners will work better with your 

station on.  Contests should be kept simple, and time is of the essence to your listeners.  

Just remember AC is used as a stress reliever most of the time of the listener.  Try a work 

force or something where people don’t have to be a certain number caller to win.  This 

way they can win something without entering a contest or doing anything but signing up 

on a website or something. 

News/Talk 

News has a hard time surviving now days with several all news TV stations, and 

the internet becoming more and more quick response and more and more local as well.  

Both of these other mediums come with the virtually unlimited access to the world of 

news.  So how does news survive?  Play up on the fact that it’s here now.  I heard a great 

slogan for a news/talk station one time I feel I need to share.  “See it tonight, Read it 

tomorrow, or hear it now”.  This is an example of the consistency factor.  Listeners must 

know that when news happens, they’re hear it first on their news/talk station.  Relevancy 

is important as well.  When a listener turns on the radio, the programming must interest 

them.  Whether it’s local, or national, it must be relevant to your audience.  If they can’t 

relate, they won’t listen.  Talk stations must take advantage of locality is possible by 

empowerment.  Listeners must still believe that by talking on your show(s) they are 



making a difference in the world.  And last news/talk stations must still entertain.  It’s a 

day in day out battle for the attention of the listeners ears, so you must not forget they 

have to laugh every once and a while.  But for your stations sake, don’t poke fun at the 

current events, unless you’re a true stand up comic.  Remember you’re the only station 

that is purely here and now.  Promotional campaigns are hard to pull off unless you’re 

attaching yourself to a local event and making your news van seen around town as much 

as possible.  But it can be done successfully on talk stations especially.  Mention things 

like, “The most important words ever said on the radio… are still to come, yours.”  

“We’re listening to you today, and tomorrow.”  “Featuring the most important voice of 

the 21st century… yours.”   These statements are empowering and reassuring to the 

listener.  Make them feel that you’re listening to them more than that voice in your head. 

 

Some thoughts for the road 

 So if it’s one thing I hope you’ve learned through this entire thing, it’s that Format 

& Imaging & station is your holy trinity of getting an audience.  And when I say imaging, 

I mean programming, promotions, and imaging.  There’s another holy trinity if you will.  

So that makes radio polytheistic.  I also hope you’ve learned that you can really pinpoint 

your listeners if you try and get in their heads to see what they really want.  Here’s just 

some random thought for the road that might make you think a little on your own, or 

make you think back to a part of this, and want to re-read it. 

 -Formats don’t always have the same typical audience; it has many factors 

including area, and the stations angle. 

 -Your “angle” is dependent on station & imaging. 

 -If your station is a high frequency AM, it might not be wise to try and compete 

for a teen or mid 20’s audience with an urban, or rock station that has the same on the FM 

side.  Change your audience to older M&F, take up News/Talk/Sports or something. 

 -Want a younger news crowd of 30’s -40’s?  Go on the FM side and take a news 

and sports angle.  Parents with kids playing high school sports would love to listen to 

their little honey on FM! 

 -Even two markets right beside each other can be completely different.  Look at 

Nashville, TN and Clarksville, TN.  Not but about 30 minutes away from each other.  



Normally, an AC, Classic Rock, or Country station rack up the top spot in Nashville, and 

Normally a Urban station wins the ratings in Clarksville with a country station always 

right behind them. 

 -Learn another language, preferably Spanish, that’s another recent radio 

development that messed up this entire project! 

 

An Ending Statement, Finally 

 After much rambling, and hopefully much insight as well, I leave you with this.  

Use Common sense.  That’s what this business is about.  Before you look at stations in 

the same market, look at the audience market.  Don’t decide to not compete with another 

station with the same format until you decide if there is or isn’t enough of an audience to 

share just by changing from the competing stations format and image.  All disasters can 

be avoided by using common sense.  Two of the phrases I wish that would stick through 

the minds of every one in radio are; you have to spend money to make money, and being 

local means being in real radio.  Those are two phrases that pretty soon local radio will 

have to learn about the hard way.  Voice Tracking, Satellite programs, overnight shows, 

all of these things are sending jocks the way of the buffalo, but they’re also sending off 

local radio as well.  There’s no one there to answer the phones when you’re voice 

tracked.  It doesn’t matter if it sounds great and saves money.  There’s no interaction, 

there’s no locality.  Just remember, if you’re not local… you might as well be satellite 

radio that’s for free because you can’t charge for subscriptions. 


